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World jet stream shift ends Russia
heatwave + Pakistan Superdeluges
• Solar-driven forecasts confirmed
• Could world wheat crisis
have been averted?
• Will Russia & Pakistan be hit
again next year?
• Is SatelliteGate the end of
Global-Warming religion?
Long-range forecasts by Piers Corbyn using his
Solar-magnetic and Lunar effects Technique
correctly forecast the West Russia heatwave and
correctly predicted when the Jet stream would
undergo a dramatic world shift and end both the
Russia heatwave & Pakistan SuperDeluges.

New solar
action hits
ionosphere
& forces
jet stream
shift see over

We TOLD YOU so – It’s NOT CO2!
Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of WeatherAction predicted the
heatwaves in East Europe & WestRussia in his Euromaps
long range forecasts - http://bit.ly/bNMJ77
On 3 Aug Piers warned – see http://bit.ly/beo5YQ - that the
deadly heat in West Russia & deadly floods in Pakistan
would largely continue until mid-August, then decline
and next decrease sharply.
On 8 Aug he gave more detail: http://bit.ly/cIdTSa “(85%
confidence) both the Pakistan deluges and the West Russia
heatwave will continue to mid August and probably
INTENSIFY for a day or so around the dates August 8th, Aug
10th and most notably Aug14th/15th after which both the
Pakistan deluges and Russia heat will markedly decline in
ferocity. For Pakistan however significant floods downstream
in the great rivers will continue for about 5 days.

Russia heat ends as forecast
Piers said “We are very pleased with this result. I
explained on Russia Today tv http://bit.ly/95jvqf that
these events were driven by solar-magnetic lunar cycles
which is why there were similar events around 132 years
earlier. We warned (eg in video of 31 July
http://bit.ly/bFpB2z ) that the most significant extreme
events across the world this August would be around
15th/16th August - as part of 15th-19th RED WARNING
- eg EuroMaps & Brit /Ire forecasts http://bit.ly/bNMJ77 and
part of a general world shift in the Jet-stream. There
were many very dramatic events in this period (see over)
including massive deluges in St Peturburg 15th August
starting the end of the heatwave http://bbc.in/bN3e7D in a
manner which closely matches our forecast - see Video
by Nina Ridge http://bit.ly/bGHNr2 & http://bit.ly/a92lCd
There were also major deluges in France, across Europe
and in SE England Channel 4 TV’s big brother house
flooded on 18th Aug http://bit.ly/cRT0VP .
The dramatic penetration of the jet stream (grey bits) into
West Russia on 16th-18th is clear in the jet stream flickermovie http://bit.ly/dtjaIp (archives)

Pakistan floods drop as forecast
“In Pakistan, as we warned, there were ‘last blast’ extra
deluges around 15th which caused new floods – eg in
Dadu-Moro http://bit.ly/cJqfwY (click) and in next day or so
then a general change to less deluges in Pakistan is
following as the Low pressure in the Arabian sea filled
{see 18th Aug Pressure map - http://bit.ly/9wBJFb compared to
situation around Aug 2nd http://bit.ly/bvIuP4 } and the whole
world jet stream transforms to a new state as predicted
by the Solar Lunar Action Technique.

In line with Piers Corbyn’s detailed long range forecast storms battered St
Petersburg Sunday 15th Aug before moving towards Moscow as the jet
stream changed as predicted. In Pakistan there were also extra deluges then
marked abatement of rain as weather patterns changed as predicted.

Double sunspot eruption ⇒ Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance
⇒ Jet stream shifts ⇒ Russia heat & Pakistan superdeluges end
On the morning of 14th Aug a TWO sunspot solar flare (C4 class) erupted hurling plasma and X rays to Earth
for two hours causing a simultaneous major SID - Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance (X rays travel Sun-Earth in
8 mins) and then the jet stream shifts and dramatic weather changes across the world as predicted.
See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9M7x-IMj9d8 for video from http://spaceweather.com/archive.php?month=08&day=15&year=2010&view=view.

Double-Spot flare left & SID above on 14 Aug

Apart from the dramatic changes in Europe, Russia and Pakistan there were other major weather events in
the period 15-19th Aug associated with the predicted jet stream changes. - There were continuing huge
deluges, massive floods and landslips in China – eg http://bbheavy rain c.in/cv9RDt 15th Aug
The landslide in Puladi, a settlement in Yunnan province, was the latest of
a succession of natural disasters to have struck China this summer after
torrential downpours unleashed floods and dislodged hillsides.

Accuweather reported major thunderstorms (+ tornado risk) in
period 15-19th in USA Midwest, Gulf, Ohio, Central plains,
Boston-Washington, Oklahoma, N Plains, Louisiana
Lighting downed a plane on San Andres island Colombia
(in Gulf off Nicaragua) 16Aug http://bit.ly/9ANEtJ

Above http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/worldnews/7954351/Chinaextreme-weather-floods-and-landslides-in-pictures.html?image=8

Candlestick makers rally against light-bulb threat
As the Satellitegate scandal breaks threatening to end forever the Climate hype religion and the world suffers
from the failure of the Global Warmers and standard meteorology to predict disasters ‘Climate Scientists’ are
having an exclusive meeting* in Boulder Colorado to shore-up their failing fraudulent world. * http://bit.ly/cZE40V
The meeting starts a new body - Ace, the Attribution of Climate-related Events comprising - US National Centre for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR), the UK Met Office and the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This is an elitist
US-UK operation claiming to “race to predict where natural disaster will strike next - stepping up the world's efforts to establish
an early warning system for extreme weather events caused by global warming”
SatelliteGate
“We have not been invited” said Piers Corbyn “This is strange since we can predict extreme
The end of
events and they can’t. If the US & UK authorities really want to predict extreme events to avert the
effects of disasters why not involve those who can? Extreme weather events are not caused by the
Global Warming
fictional non-science of global warming and the Climate hype industry has a ZERO success rate at
Religion? actually predicting anything; so this body will get nowhere fast. Their purpose is not to help the
http://bit.ly/cGqVVd ,
world but to help themselves by making propaganda to shore up their failed science & fraudulent data.
http://bit.ly/9uSH5S
Would they care to have a long range forecast competition with us?”
For FULL FORECAST DETAILS / Purchase Weather Action forecasts please visit
http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp (NB USA & all Tropical storms are part of
Extreme events Rest Of World option) GET Sept forecasts / trial forecasts now & web
access also gives (rest of) Aug forecasts for Brit/ Ire or Euromaps world at no charge.
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http://bit.ly/aN5DSP

